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Abstract: When considering the fragmentation of a single bond, the attractive singlet and repulsive triplet potential energy
curves of the prototype H2 2H dissociation often come to mind. For species in which homolytic bond cleavage is energetically
favored, such comparisons are reasonable. For other species where heterolytic cleavage gives lower-energy products, the H,
analogy is inappropriate. This paper offers a qualitative theoretical treatment of the singlet and triplet potential energy curves
that arise when a single bond formed by an electron pair is cleaved either homolytically or heterolytically. This analysis is
shown to provide insight into several problems involving transition metal systems: transition metal carbonyls, metal ion-ligand
complexes, and transition metal dimers.

I. Introduction
As chemists, much of our intuition concerning chemical bonds
is built on simple models introduced in undergraduate chemistry
courses. The detailed examination of the H2 molecule via the
valence bond and molecular orbital approaches forms the basis
of our thinking about bonding when confronted with new systems.
Ordinarily, when we imagine bringing two radicals X' and Y'
(each having a doublet spin state) together to form a single covalent bond, we anticipate that a bonding singlet state and a
repulsive triplet state of the XY molecule are formed, much as
they are for H2. However, we have recently encountered several
systems in which this picture of the bonding is incomplete and
for which this simple intuition has led to flawed analyses involving
qualitatively incorrect potential energy surfaces.
These cases involve species that dissociate heterolytically; Le.,
during cleavage of a covalent bond one of the fragments retains
both bonding electrons and these fragments have energies below
those where each fragment retains a single electron. Far from
being unusual, a preference for heterolytic bond cleavage arises
quite naturally in systems involving transition metals, where interactions between empty metal orbitals and two-electron donor
ligands are ubiquitous. This situation is qualitatively different
from the case of H2, where the H+ + H- asymptote lies at much
higher energies than H + H. The purpose of this paper is to
outline how to correctly assess the qualitative characteristics of
the potential energy surfaces involved in bonds that cleave
heterolytically .
The theoretical methods and concepts included in this work are
not new. Indeed, a series of articles by Pross and Shaik apply
a valencebond picture to explain the singlet-state potential energy
surfaces that characterize a wide variety of prototypical organic
reactions, including cationanion recombination,' donoracceptor
interaction^,^,^ elmination reaction^,^ and solution-phase SN2
Camille and Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar, 1987-1992.
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reaction^.^ This previous work demonstrates that the ideas
discussed here have a very broad applicability. In the present
paper, the roles of spin and permutational symmetry in determining which asymptotic states connect to which states of the XY
molecule are treated in more detail than in refs 1-5, and the results
are directed at elucidating transition metal systems.
11. Summary of the State Correlations
To consider why the two-orbital, two-electron single bond
formation case can be more complex than often thought, consider
the H2system in detail. In the molecular orbital (MO) description
of H2, both bonding ug and antibonding u, MOs appear. There
are two electrons that can both occupy the ug MO to yield the
IZg+(u,Z)ground electronic state; however, they can also occupy
both MOs to yield 3Zu+(ug1u,i)and i2u+(ugiuui),
or both can
occupy the uu MO to give the lZ,+(u;) state. As demonstrated
explicitly in Appendix A, the former two states dissociate homolytically to X' X' = H + H , and the latter two dissociate
heterolytically to X X: = H+ + H-. (In all cases considered
here, only two electrons play active roles in the bond formation.
The symbols X, X', and X: are used to denote species in which
neither, one, or both bonding electrons, respectively, are attached
to the X fragment.) In the case of H2and for many other systems,
the latter two states are sufficiently high in energy relative to the
former two that they can be (and often are) ignored.
For several systems studied in our recent research, we have
confronted situations where one of the heterolytic bond dissociation
asymptotes (X + Y : or X: + Y) is lower in energy than the
homolytic bond dissociation asymptote. In such cases, u bonding
and u* antibonding MOs are formed from the X and Y fragment
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Figure 1. State correlation diagram for dissociation of a homonuclear
species in which homolytic bond cleavage is energetically favored. Singlet
surfaces are shown by solid lines and triplets by dashed lines.

Figure 3. State correlation diagram for dissociation of a heteronuclear
species in which homolytic bond cleavage is energetically favored. Singlet
surfaces are shown by solid lines and triplets by dashed lines.
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Figure 2. State correlation diagram for dissociation of a homonuclear
species in which heterolytic bond cleavage is energetically favored.
Singlet surfaces are shown by solid lines and triplets by dashed lines.

orbitals. As in the H2case, occupying these two orbitals with two
electrons gives rise to six electronic states: three singlets, 'Z(u2),
lZ*(uIu*l), and lZ**(u**), and a set of three degenerate triplets,
%* (ulu* 1).
When heterolytic bond cleavage is favored, the states that are
analogues of the ~Z,+(uglu,l)and 'Zg+(u:) states of H2 (the IZ*
and IZ**states) cannot be ignored in understanding the valence
states of the XY molecules. The presence and character of these
states are essential to a proper treatment of cases in which
heterolytic bond cleavage is favored. Details necessary for understanding the relative energies of all six electronic states and
to which separated asymptote they dissociate are outlined in
Appendix A. For the homonuclear case, descriptions of the valence
singlet and triplet Z states are given in Figures 1 and 2 for situations in which covalent products lie below and above ionic
products, respectively. The extensions of these state correlation
diagrams to the heteronuclear situations are described in Figures
3 (when homolytic cleavage is favored), 4 (when X: + Y is below
X' Y' which lies below X + Y:), and 5 (when X: + Y and X
Y: both lie below X' + Y.).A key feature in all five of these
figures is that there is one and only one singlet surface that is an
attractive (bonding) potential energy curve. The two other singlet
surfaces are repulsive, as are the three triplet surfaces. The
variations among the figures are due to mixing of the I2, IE*,
and lZ**configurations (in the homonuclear cases, only the ' Z
and IZ**configurations mix since these have gerade symmetry
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Figure 4. State correlation diagram for dissociation of a heteronuclear
species in which heterolytic bond cleavage to one product is energetically
favored, but homolytic cleavage lies below the second heterolytic asymptote. Singlet surfaces are shown by solid lines and triplets by dashed
lines.

while IZ* has ungerade symmetry), which varies with bond
distance. As the energy ordering of the asymptotes varies from
Figure 1 to 2 and from Figure 3 to 5 , so do these correlations and
so does the molecular state that connects to each asymptote.
The characterization of repulsive surfaces in Figures 1-5 is
based only on contributions to the interfragment interactions that
arise from valence-orbital couplings. If one or both of the X and
Y fragments possess a net charge, the qualitative potential surfaces
described here are modified by any coulombic, charge-dipole, or
charge-induced-dipole energies. Such additional factors can lead
to attractive long-range interactions typical of ion-molecule
complexes, and thereby modify the strictly repulsive character
of the excited-state surfaces shown in Figures 1-5.
111. Application to Experimentally Studied Species
A. Photodissociation of Silicon-Silicon Bonds. As we were

writing this paper, Michl published a short pedagogical paper6
based on ideas similar to those discussed here. His contribution
focuses on why carbon-arbon bonds have a much larger singlet
u
u* excitation energy than silicon-silicon bonds. In our
terminology, such an excitation corresponds to a transition from
the IZg+ surface to the I&+* surface of Figure 1; this is a case

-

( 6 ) Michl, J. Acc. Chem. Res. 1990, 23, 127.
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Figure 5. State correlation diagram for dissociation of a heteronuclear
species in which both heterolytic bond cleavage products are energetically
favored relative to homolytic cleavage. Singlet surfaces are shown by
solid lines and triplets by dashed lines.
Figure 7. Schematic potential energy surfaces for (AgC6H6)+.Reprinted
with permission from ref 1 1 (copyright 1991, American Chemical Society).
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from the dissociation asymptotes shown.
This can be seen by ascertaining the species involved in the other
dissociation asymptotes. Homolytic cleavage of the Mn-CO bond
corresponds to formation of Mn(CO), + CO+ and is much higher
in energy than the Mn(CO),+ + CO asymptote since the ionization
energy of the metal containing fragment is much lower than that
of CO. The other heterolytic asymptote, Y: X, corresponds
to generation of Mn(C0);
C02+,and is even higher in energy.
Thus, Figure 4 is the appropriate diagram for this system, as well
as for all neutral, cationic and anionic metal carbonyls. (In neutral
and anionic systems, homolytic cleavage corresponds to the
high-energy products M(C0);
CO+ and M(CO),Z- CO+,
respectively.)
The experimental work of Dearden et al. was designed to investigate how the spin state of the metal carbonyl might change
with the number of ligands and how spin conservation might
influence the bonding energetics and dissociation characteristics
of these molecules. They considered that the repulsive curve shown
in Figure 6 might be the result of a spin-forbidden dissociation
process, and the crossing between the repulsive surface and the
excited state attractive surface could therefore lead to a barrier
to dissociation. The results of Figure 4 show that no repulsive
surface can evolve from either Mn(CO),+ + C O asymptote,
regardless of the spin of these species.
Experimentally, Dearden et al. found that there are no barriers
for addition of CO to Mn(CO),+ (x = 1-5). This conclusion is,
of course, not surprising given Figure 4, which provides a proper
qualitative characterization of the potential energy curves. Our
work here reinforces the conclusion of Dearden et al. that if
interactions between surfaces of different spin are occurring, they
must be between attractive surfaces. This is consistent with our
own discussion of dissociation in the Fe(CO),+ ( x = 1-5) system.*
C. Silver-Benzene Cation. Another system where the analysis
discussed above can be used to understand recent experimental
data is the silver-benzene ion, (AgC6H6)+. Experiments by Willey
et aL9 find that this complex photodissociates exclusively to Ag
+ C6H6+when irradiated with laser light over a photon range of
386-266 nm (3.21-4.66 eV). This observation is intriguing because the lower energy asymptote for dissociation is Ag+ + C6H6
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Mn(CO)i+,
Figure 6. Schematic potential energy surfaces depicting the interaction
of CO with Mn(CO),+ in its ground and first excited electronic state.
Reprinted with permission from ref 7 (copyright 1989, American
Chemical Society).

in which the homolytic cleavage products lie lower in energy. The
Michl article points out that this excitation energy is largely
determined by the spacing between the homolytic and heterolytic
asymptotes, which, in turn, is determined by the ionization energy
minus electron affinity of the X' and Y' radicals involved. Since
the ionization energy of R3Si species is smaller than that of R3C
radicals and the electron affinity of R3Si is greater than that of
R3C, the gap between the homolytic and heterolytic dissociation
asymptotes for siliconsilicon bonded species is smaller than for
carbon-based fragments.
B. Tramition Metal Carbonyls. One class of intensely studied
molecules where heterolytic bond cleavage is taken for granted
is the transition metal carbonyls, M(CO),+,. Carbonyls are the
quintessential two-electron donor ligands, and thus dissociation
of a metal carbonyl complex along its ground electronic surface
will involve heterolytic bond cleavage to form M(CO), CO =
Y X:. This is shown in the qualitative schematic potential
energy surface of Figure 6, taken from a recent study of manganese carbonyl cations by Dearden et a1.7 Here, the Mn(CO)*]+
species (in either its ground or excited state) dissociates to form
Mn(CO),+ + CO. Unfortunately, Figure 6 contains a fundamental mistake; namely, there can be no repulsive surface evolving
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(7) Dearden, D. V.; Hayashibara, K.; Beauchamp, J. L.; Kirchner, N. J.;
van Koppen, P. A. M.; Bowers, M. T.J. Am. Chem. SOC.1989,111,2401.
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(8) Schultz, R. H.; Crellin, K . C.; Armentrout, P. B. J . Am. Chem. SOC.
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since the ionization energy of Ag (7.58 eV) is 1.66 eV below that
of benzene (9.24 eV).lo Willey et al. interpreted their results
by using the schematic potential energy surfaces shown in Figure
7."
Consideration of the states of the dissociated fragments in this
System Suggest that Ag+('S, 5s04dI0) + C6H6(X1Alg) can be
viewed as products of a heterolytic cleavage process in which
benzene retains the pair of electrons used to form a bond in the
complex. The Ag(2S, 5s14di0)+ C6H6+(XZE1) asymptote Corresponds to homolytic cleavage of this b o n l The alternate
which
heterolytic cleavage generates Ag-( IS,5s24dI0)
lies much higher in energy. While the details of the bonding in
(AgC6H6)+are not addressed by the simple two-electron model
discussed above, the qualitative aspects of the potential energy
surfaces of this system should correspond to those shown in Figure
4. Note that this figure differs from that of Willey et al. in that
the upper surface does not have a significant bonding well. In
truth, the upper surface in Figure 4 is also not completely accurate
since it does not account for the fact that this is an ion-molecule
system. In particular, the repulsive curves should probably have
weakly attractive components a t long range, but the overall
character of the upper surface as repulsive in the region accessible
by vertical transitions should largely be retained.
Given this diagram, the photophysics of this system become
straightforward to understand. Excitation from the '2-like
ground-state surface of (AgC6H6)+(which dissociates to ground
state Ag+ + C6H6) to the 'Z*-like surface (which dissociates to
Ag + C6H6') should be a strongly allowed transition since it has
(u
u * ) character. Moreover, the fact that the upper state is
largely repulsive explains why dissociation to the excited-state
asymptote is so prevalent; as soon as the excited state is formed,
the species dissociates with little probability of returning to the
ground-state surface. The ion-induced dipole attractive component
of the excited-state surface may provide an explanation for why
photodissociation is observed at the thermodynamic limit (i.e.,
the IZ*curve may not be repulsive at long range).
D. Diatomic Transition Metal Cations. The necessity of understanding heterolytic bond cleavage first became evident to us
in interpreting the dissociation of diatomic transition metal
ions.I2-l4 Most transition metal atoms have ground states with
electron configurations of the form sZdn(for first-row metals,
exceptions include Cr(s1d5)and Cu(s1dlo),and the sld9 state of
Ni is nearly isoenergetic with the sZd8ground state). The corresponding positive ions have ground states with sldn (Sc, Ti, Mn,
Fe) or sodn+](V, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu) electron configurations. For
each of these elements, the alternate electron configuration leads
to low-lying excited states of the ion.
We can imagine forming an M2+ metal dimer ion with a
configuration described as u,2dnd"+l,where the ug bonding orbital
is formed primarily from the metal s orbitals and the d orbitals
are largely nonbonding15 (as is particularly appropriate toward
the right-hand side of the periodic table). If the u bond is homolytically broken, one forms X' + Y' = M(sldn+') + M+(s'd").
However, for most metals, this dissociation asymptote lies higher
in energy than the heterolytic products, X: Y = M(s2dn) +
M+(s0dn+').
Iron Dimer Neutral and Cation Bond Energies. Such considerations have been useful in understanding differences in the
bonding energetics between neutral and cationic metal dimer ions.
This is illustrated by Fe2+,also a case where confusion regarding
the character of the dissociation asymptotes exists in the literature.
The bond energies of Fe2 and Fez+ are 1.15 f 0.09 and 2.72 f
0.07 eV, respectively.12 Rohlfing et a1.I6 rationalized the weak
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(IO) Lias, S. G.; Bartmess, J. E.; Liebman, J. F.;Holmes, J. L.; Levin, R.
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neutral bond energy by noting that two Fe atoms in their 5D(s2d6)
ground state cannot form a strong bond. Rather, ground-state
Fe2(u 2d7d7)correlates with association of two iron atoms in their
5F(s1d7)state, 0.86 eV higher in energy than the atomic ground
state.I7 (Note that heterolytic bond cleavage is unimportant here
since this corresponds to Fe+ Fe-, much higher in energy.) In
essence, formation of ground-state Fq requires a promotion energy
of 1.72 eV, such that the dissociation energy of the ug2bond is
2.87 eV relative to the 2 Fe(5F, s1d7)asymptote.
In discussing the relatively higher bond energy for the Fe2+
dimer ion, Morse commented that the promotion energy for this
charge state was only 0.86 eV since ground-state Fe+(6D) already
has a s1d6configurati~n.'~
The implicit assumption here is that
ground-state Fe2+(u,2d6d7)dissociates homolytically to Fe(s1d7)
+ Fe+(sld6), 0.86 eV above the Fe(s2d6)+ Fe+(s1d6)ground-state
asymptote. As we have pointed out elsewhere,12 heterolytic
cleavage of this ground-state dimer ion should actually form
Fe(s2d6) + Fe+(sod7),lying only 0.23 eV above the ground-state
asymptote. Relative to this asymptote, the dissociation energy
of the u? bond of Fe2+ is 2.95 eV, very similar to the value for
the Fez neutral. Thus, these promotion energy arguments
quantitatively account for the large difference in the cationic and
neutral dimer bond energies when the correct dissociation asymptotes are considered.
Complications. The details of the surfaces for Fe2+ and other
transition metal dimer ions will, of course, be complicated by other
considerations. When using the analysis discussed earlier (and
treated in Appendix A) for homonuclear species that contain two
electrons in two s-based orbitals and open d-shells, it is necessary
to also consider the spin coupling and g and u symmetries of the
states arising from the underlying d-based orbitals. As shown in
Appendix B, for systems arising from atomic asymptotes of the
form s2dn sodn+(,sldn sld"+l, and sodn+ s2drrc' (note that the
latter asymptote corresponds to M2+ + M-), it is possible to use
our earlier analysis with the dn %""electrons treated as X and
the dn+lcore viewed as Y . As a result, the potential curves such
as depicted in Figure 4 are expected when the s2dn sodn+l
asymptote is the lowest; Figure 3 is expected if the sldn sldn+l
species lie lowest. Likewise, Figure 1 applies when dealing with
neutral homonuclear transition metal dimers where the homolytic
asymptote of sldn + sld" configuration is lowest in energy.
Of course, this treatment assumes that the dominant part of
the bonding and antibonding interactions arises from the s-based
orbitals, and that the dndn+lcores play no role except in determining the relative ordering of the s2dn+ sodn+l,sldn sldn+l,
and sodn s2dn++'
asymptotes. This is most likely to be the case
for late transition metal species for which the d orbitals are radially
separated from the s orbitals. In reality, interactions between the
open d shells on the atoms will give rise to families of potential
surfaces that produce bands of states in place of the curves described here, although the qualitative behavior of these families
of surfaces will be determined largely by the considerations
outlined here.
Extension to Cases Involving One and Three u Electrons. For
real transition metal dimers, surfaces involving two electrons in
a u orbital will not fully represent the complexities since there
will be additional surfaces corresponding to one or three u electrons. These will evolve from asymptotes corresponding to sld"+l
+ s0dn+land sZdn+ sld", respectively. In both cases and in the
absence of d interactions, one attractive curve (corresponding to
ug1dn+ldn+'and ug2uu*ldndnoccupancies, respectively) and one
repulsive curve (of u,*ldn+ldn+l and uglu,*2dndn occupancies,
respectively) are expected from each asymptote. An example of
the multitude of potential curves that can arise when one, two,
and three u electrons are simultaneously present is shown in Figure
8 for the case of Ni2+, which is discussed in more detail in the
following section.
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(16) Rohlfing, E. A.; Cox, D. M.; Kaldor, A,; Johnson, K. H. J . Chem.
Phys. 1984,81, 3846.
( 1 7) Energies for the electronic states are cited as the difference between
the lowest energy J levels and taken from: Sugar, J.; Corliss, C. J. Chem.
Phys. Ref. Data 1985, 14, Suppl. 2.
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Figure 8. Qualitative potential energy surfaces for Ni2+ including molecular states with one (dotted lines), two (solid lines), and three (dashed lines)
u electrons. Note that the surfaces for states with two u electrons correspond to those shown in Figure 4.
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This simple picture is modified when the asymptotic sldn+l
sodn+](or sldn s2d") states are split into high- and low-spin
coupled states, as they are for the Ni2+case (3D versus ID states
of Ni). Analogous considerations to those in the previous section
can be used to analyze this situation. Here, the high-spin asymptotic states produce two sets of u1dn+Idn+l(or u2a*ldndn)
attractive curves and a set of u*ld"+ld"+l (or dus2d"dn) repulsive
curves. The higher energy low-spin asymptotic states produce
another set of u*ldn+ld"+l(or das2dndn)repulsive curves. Using
the N i + Ni+ system as an example, the Ni(3D,sld9)
Ni+(2D,sod9)asymptote produces a set of 100 bonding quartet
uld9d9states, a set of 100 antibonding quartet u*ld9d9states, and
a set of 100 bonding doublet u1d9d9states. The Ni(ID,s1d9)
Ni+(2D,sod9)asymptote produces a set of 100 antibonding doublet
u*Id9d9 states and no bonding states. This pattern of potential
energy curves is shown in Figure 8. A similar pattern would
appear for the molecular states with three u electrons, e.g., Ni(jF,s2d8) + Ni+(4F,sld8)versus Ni(3F,s2d8)+ Ni+(2F,s1ds)asymptotes in the Ni2+case. This latter asymptote is not shown
since it is higher in energy than those included in Figure 8.
Photodissociation of Ni2+. A case where this analysis allows
the interpretation of recent experimental results is in the photodissociation of Ni2Ar+ as studied by Lessen and Brucat.I8 They
found that this species dissociates primarily to Ni+ at a photon
energy of 3.49 eV, and to Niz+at 2.98 eV (some Ni+ was observed
at this photon energy but the signal was attributed to two-photon
events). Thus, they assigned the bond energy of Ni2+as 3.0-3.5
eV. In contrast, collision-induced dissociation studies conducted
in one of our laboratories found a bond energy for Ni2+of 2.08
f 0.07 eV,I4 which is in agreement with recent a b initio calculations of Bauschlicher et
This discrepancy can be understood by considering that Ni2+
has a ground-state us2dsd9 configuration, as calculated by
This molecular
Bauschlicher et al.I9 and by Upton and G~ddard.~~
state can dissociate heterolytically to form ground-state Ni(s2d8)
Ni+(sod9), while homolytic dissociation forms Ni(s'd9)
Ni+(s'd8), 1.07 eV higher in energy.17 The surfaces for Ni2+are
approximately as shown in Figure 8, which also shows all other
low-energy asymptotes and the likely molecular states, including
those obtained by more extensive calculation^.'^^^^ Transitions
from the Ni2+(a 2d8d9) (IZ-like) ground state to the
Ni2+(asluy*1d8d9)tZ*-like) state correlating with homolytic
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(18) Lessen, D.; Brucat, P. J. Chem. Phys. Letr. 1988, 149, 473.
(19) Bauschlicher, C. W.;
Partridge, H.; Langhoff, S. R. Chem. Phys. Lett.
1992, 195, 360.
(20) Upton, T. H.; Goddard, W.A. J . Am. Chem. SOC.1978,100,5659.

dissociation should be strongly allowed and will lead to prompt
dissociation to form Ni+. Further, it seems likely that optical
transitions at lower energies will not be strongly allowed since
lower-lying molecular states correspond to s-d transitions, parity
forbidden in the atom.
Therefore, we postulate that irradiation of Ni2Ar+ at 3.49 eV
accesses this strong, dissociative transition. At a photon energy
of 2.98 eV, no strongly repulsive states are easily formed and the
Ni2Ar+molecule dissociates primarily by Ar loss; the Ni2+species
thus formed does not couple strongly to predissociative states and
thus has a long lifetime. Note that the 1.07-eV excitation energy
to the homolytic dissociation asymptote is sufficient to quantitatively account for the difference between the bond energy of
Ni2+as measured by collision-induced dissociation versus that from
the photodissociation study.
Heteronuclear Transition Metal Dimer Ions. It should be noted
that qualitative aspects of the above analysis for homonuclear
transition metal dimer ions will persist for heteronuclear ions. For
example, the ground-state dissociation asymptote for CoNi+ is
the heterolytic cleavage products Co(s2d7) + Ni+(sod9). The
alternative heterolytic cleavage to form Co+(sods) Ni(s2d8) is
0.23 eV higher in energy. Both of the surfaces evolving from these
asymptotes will be strongly attractive since they correspond to
different d orbital configurations on the two different nuclei, $d7d9
and a2d8d8,respectively.21 In contrast, homolytic cleavage leads
to Co+(sld7) Ni(s1d9), 0.45 eV above the ground-state asymptote, and Co(sld8) + Ni+(s'd8), 1.47 eV higher.I7 These
asymptotes lead to both high- and low-spin repulsive surfaces.
Overall, for a given dXnd: core configuration, the surfaces will
correspond to those shown in Figure 4.
The extent of this behavior can be seen by considering the 36
heteronuclear diatomic ions that can be formed from the first-row
transition elements Sc-Cu. As throughout this paper, considering
only species involving a single two-electron bond, one finds that
22 of 36 heteronuclear diatomic ions cleave heterolytically and
14 cleave homolytically.
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IV. Summary
When interpreting results of dynamic and spectroscopic experiments involving dissociative species, it is essential to know how
(21) Indeed, as pointed out to us by Professor M. D. Morse, states with
different couplings of the d orbital configurations will also lead to families of
attractive and repulsive curves. For example, Co+ in its 3F, 'G, 'D,'P, or IS
states (all having an sods configuration) will interact with Ni('F,s2ds) along
attractive potential curves. Repulsive curves will evolve from the corresponding Co(s'ds) + Ni+(s'ds) and Co-(s2d8) + Ni+2(sod8)asymptotes. Similar considerations also hold for homonuclear transition metal systems.
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the electronic states accessed in the experiment correlate to states
of the fragment s p i e s . Since state-of-the-art quantum chemistry
calculations cannot be performed routinely on all possible systems
of interest, there is a need for qualitative means of describing the
relevant low-energy potential energy surfaces. When dealing with
homolytic bond rupture, this is often achieved by analogy with
the potential curves of the H2 molecule. Unfortunately, species
containing transition metals often dissociate heterolytically, so
the H2paradigm is inappropriate. We believe that the work
described here provides a general framework for understanding
many interesting bond-breaking problems, including those in which
heterolytic bond rupture is favored. By applying our analysis to
several systems of immediate experimental interest, and by pointing
out qualitative errors in published potential energy surfaces, we
attempt to illustrate the importance and utility of this framework.

Appendix A. Analysis of Two-Electron, Two-Orbital,
Single-Bond Formation
A. Orbitals, Co&umliolrq and States. The six electronic states
involved in two-orbital, two-electron systems can be described in
terms of the six configuration state functionsz2(CSFs) that arise
when one occupies the pair of bonding u and antibonding u*
molecular orbitals with two electrons. The CSFs are combinations
of Slater determinants formed to generate proper spin and spatial
symmetry functions. The essential features of all Slater determinant wave functions are: (i) that they each involve a product
of N spin orbitals and thus form an N-electron function, (ii) that
they embody permutational antisymmetry of the wave function,
(iii) and that they are normalized functions of the coordinates
of the N electrons.
To describe the singlet CSF corresponding to the closed-shell
uz orbital occupancy, a single Slater determinant
12(0) = Iu.u@1 = (2)-'/2[..(1).@(2)

- u8(l)ua(2)]

suffices. An analogous expression for the ( u * ) ~CSF is given by

- u*j3(1)u*a(2)]

I2**(0) = 1u*.u*j31 = (2)-'/~[.*.(1).*j3(2)

Also, the M,= fl components of the triplet state having da*'
orbital occupancy can be written as single Slater determinants:

32*(1)= ~
32*(-1)=

~

~ (2)-1/2[ua(i)u*a(2)~ * ~ l = u*a(i)ua(2)1

~ ~ @=~(2)-1/2[u,3(i)u*p(2)
*,q
- u*~(i)u~(2)1

However, to describe the singlet CSF and M,= 0 triplet CSF
belonging to the du*I occupancy, two Slater determinants are
needed:
'2*(0) = 2-'/2[1..*@1

If this gap is small, it is expected that the behavior of this (slightly)
heteronuclear system should approach that of the homonuclear
Xzand Yz systems.
C. State Correlation Diagrams. The three singlet, '2(0),
IZ*(O), and IZ**(O), and three triplet, )Z*(l),
3Z*(0) and %*(-1), CSFs are not the true electronic eigenstates of the system.
Rather, the set of CSFs of the same symmetry must be combindzzto form the proper electronic eigenstates 9, of the system:

9, = CC,,*,
I

Within the approximation that the valence electronic states can
be described adequately as combinations of the above valence
CSFs, the three IZ,l2*,and IZ**CSFs must be combined to
form the three lowest energy valence electronic states of '2
symmetry. In the heteronuclear case, all three singlet CSFs mix,
while in the homonuclear case, the l2* CSF, which has ungerade
symmetry, does not couple with the '2 and l2**CSFs, which
have gerade symmetry.
To understand the extent to which the I2 and lZ**(and IZ*
for heteronuclear cases) CSFs couple, it is useful to examine the
energies of these CSFs for the range of internuclear distances of
interest Re C R C 03. Near Re, where the energy of the u orbital
is substantially below that of the u* orbital, the u2 ('2) CSF lies
significantly below the du*l ('2;) CSF which, in turn lies below
the ulZ('E**)CSF, the large energy splittings among these three
CSFs simply reflecting the large gap between the u and u* orbitals.
The j2* CSF generally lies below the corresponding '2; CSF
by an amount related to the exchange energy between the u and
u* orbitals.
As R
m, the CSF energies are more difficult to "intuit"
because the u and u* orbitals become degenerate (in the homonuclear case) or nearly so (in the heteronuclear case). To pursue
this point and arrive at an energy ordering for the CSFs appropriate to the R
region, it is useful to express each of the above
CSFs in terms of the fragments' active orbitals sx and sy that
comprise u and u * . To do so, the LCAO-MO expressions for
u and u*,
u = C [sx + zsy]and u* = C [zsx- sy]

-

--

are substituted into the Slater determinant definitions of the CSFs.
Here C and C are normalization constants. The parameter z
is 1 .O in the homonuclear case and deviates from 1.O in relation
to the sx and sy orbital energy difference (if sx lies below sy, then
z < 1.0; if sx lies above sy, z > 1.0).
A decomposition of the six CSFs listed in section A, using the
molecular orbitals introduced here yields:

+ zzIsYasYj31 + zlsx.sy@I + ZISY.SXBI1
IZ**(O) = C2[zZlsxasx@I + lsyasyj3l - zlsxasy81 - zIsyasx@I]
'Z*(O) = CC*(2)-'/Z[2Z(sx.s,~~ - 2zIsyasy/3(+
(z2- 1)lsYaSxPI + (ZZ- 1)lsxasYbll
32*(0) = cc*(2)-i/yZz+ i)[lsy.sxBI - 1s~.s~j311
'Z:(O) = Q[lsx.sx@l

- Iu@u*.I]

is the singlet CSF and

32*(0) = 2-1/z[lurua*~~
+ lu@u*all
is the triplet CSF. In each case, the spin quantum number S, its
z-axis projection M,,and the A quantum number are given in the
conventional zs+lA(M,) notation.
B. Orbital Correlations. The u and u* molecular orbitals
(MOs) are formed from orbitals of the constituent atoms or
functional groups (denoted sx and sy). The energy variation in
these orbital energies with X-Y separation gives rise to variations
in the energies of the six electronic states that arise as combinations
of the above CSFs. For the homonuclear case, as R approaches
a,the energies of the u = ug and u* = u, orbitals become degenerate. In the heteronuclear case, the energy of the u orbital
approaches the energy of the lower sx orbital, and the u* orbital
converges to the higher sy orbital energy. Unlike the homonuclear
a, The
case, the u and u* orbitals are not degenerate as R
energy "gap" between the u and u* orbitals at R = m depends
on the electronegativity difference between the groups X and Y.

-

(22) Simons,J. Energetic Principles of Chemical Reactions; Jones and
Bartlett: Boston, MA, 1983.

3x*(1)

-

= CC*(~Z
+ i)~syasx(yI

3z*(-1)= CC*(~Z
+ i)lsyBsxpI

Clearly, the three 3Z*CSFs retain purely covalent character
as R = because each determinant describes an x' Y' electron
distribution. In this large-R limit, '2, 'Z**, and l2* CSFs possess
covalent, IsxasY@I+ lsyasx@l, and ionic, lsxasx@l
and IsYasy@I,
components. (In the homonuclear limit, the IZ*CSF is purely
ionic.) These singlet CSFs combine to produce the three true
singlet states q,, one of which is a covalent function, lsxasy,!31
+ lsyasx@l,of X' + Y' character, and two ionic wave functions,
Isyasyj31 and lsxasx@l,having X + Y: and X: + Y character,
respectively. At other values of R, these three CSFs will mix (in
various amounts) to produce three energetically distinct singlet-state surfaces. Plots of these energies versus R are called state
correlation diagrams, and are shown in Figure 3 for the case where

+
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E(X') + E(Y') < E ( X : ) + E(Y) < E ( X ) + E(Y:),Figure 4 for
E ( X : ) E(Y) < E(X') + E(Y') < E ( X ) 3 E(Y:),and Figure
5 for E ( X : ) E(Y) < E ( X ) E(Y:) < E(X') + E(Y').

+

+

+

Appendix B. Symmetry Analysis for Homonuclear Species
Containing d"d"+' Cores and Two Electrons in s-Based
Orbitals
The developments presented in Appendix A need to be extended
somewhat to cover homonuclear cases in which open-shell d orbitals are also present. For homonuclear ionic (cation or anion)
species, dissociation must lead to fragments that contain different
numbers of electrons. Given two electrons in the s-based orbitals,
one can have s2dn sodn+],sldn sldn+l,or sodn s2dn+lorbital
occupancies on the fragments. For example, when Fq+ dissociates,
one can form the low-energy Fe(s2d6) Fe+(sod7),the excited
Fe+(s1d6) + Fe(s'd7), or the very high-energy Fe2+(sod6) +
Fe-(s2d7). Of course, other asymptotes such as the ground-state
Fe(s2d6) Fe+(sld6) occupancy also exist, and are of u3dndn
character. They are not included in the present analysis that
focuses on states with two electrons in s-based orbitals.
To extend our earlier analysis to the cases discussed above, the
following steps are followed:
1. The d"d"+l d-orbital configurations are symmetry adapted
to form g and u Slater determinant combinations:
qg = (2)-1/2[1d"dn++'l ld"+'d"l]

+

+

+

+

+

+

$,

(2)-'/2[1d"d"+11- Id"+'d"l]

where the notation d"d"+', for example, indicates that the atom
on the left has a d" configuration and the atom on the right has
a dn+l configuration.
2. The six configurations arising from s%O, sos2,and sls' orbital
occupancies (the former two being singlets and the latter producing
three degenerate triplets and one singlet) are also combined into
g and u Slater determinant symmetry functions:

qghet = (2)-'/2[ls2s01
quhet

+ lSOS2ll

\kT.homou,u = I~asal(2)-'/~[)d"d"+'I- ld"+'d"l]
(and the corresponding M, = -1 and 0 states) which are of g
symmetry, and
\kTzhomo
UZ

I~asal(2)-'/~[ld"d"+'l
+ Id"+'d"l]

(and the corresponding M , = -1 and 0 states) which are of u
symmetry.
4. In principle, all of the above configurations of a given g,
u and of a given spin symmetry mix to produce the true electronic
stat= of the corresponding symmetries. This mixing can,however,
be anticipated by noting that there are two (one g and one u)
singlet heterolytic states that contain only s2dn+ sodn+'configurations,

+

+

(2)-1/2[\khetg,, \khetu,,] = (2)-1/2[s2dn~odn+1s0dn+ls2dn]
(2)-1/2[\khe',,,

= (2)-'/2[~2dnsOd"+'- &"+'~2dn]

+

as well as two (one g and one u) singlet heterolytic states that
contain only sodn s2dn+lconfigurations,
(2)-1/2[qhetg,g- \khetu,,] = (2)-1/2[~Odns2d"+l+ ~2dn+'~Od"]

+

(2)-1/2[\khetg,,- \khet,,J = (2)-'/2[sOd"s2d"+' - ~2dn+l~Od"].

+

Configurations of the form sldn sld"+l are represented by a total
of eight homolytic states; two singlets

+

\khomog,g
= (2)-'/2[l~~~ PIS@SCI~]
I
(2)-1/2[ldndn+11 Id"+'d"I]
*homo g,u

= (2)-'/2[l~a~PI
- IsPsc~~]
(2)-1/2[ldndn+ll- Idn++ldnl]

and two triplets (M,
= 1)
\kT,homou,u = Isa~crl(2)-'/~[)d"d"+')
- Id"+'d"l]
\kT,homo
u,g = Isa~crl(2)-'/~[ld"d"+'I

= (2)-'/2[ls2s01 - lSOS2ll

qghomo =

all of which are of u symmetry. For the triplet states, one can
form

(2)-'/2[lsas@I- Is@sal]

(N.B.: the two s orbitals refer to the orbitals on the left and right
atoms) all of which are singlet states and contain heterolytic (het)
and homolytic (homo) fragments, and

quhomo = Isasal

+ Id"+'d"l]

with their corresponding M, = -1 and 0 functions.
Correlations for a species such as the Fe2+ion discussed in the
text, in which the s2dn s0dn+lasymptote lies lowest, the sldn+
,Id"+' next, and sodn s2d"+' highest, are: (1) the two (one g and
one u) s2dn sodn+'asymptotes correlate to the two (one g and
one u) utd"d"++'bonding molecular states; (2) the two (one g and
one u) high-energy sodn s2dn+lasymptotes correlate to the two
(one g and one u) uu*2dnd"+lantibonding molecular states; and
(3) the eight (one singlet g, three triplet g, one singlet u, and three
triplet u) sldn + sld"+l asymptotes correlate to the eight
u Iuu*ldndn+lantibonding molecular states. Hence, one set (g and
U) of attractive curves connecting to the low-energy heterolytic
fragments, four sets (g and u) of repulsive curves connecting to
the homolytic fragments, and one set (g and u) of repulsive curves
connecting to the high-energy heterolytic fragments are expected
in such cases. Such potential curves are illustrated in Figure 4.
In effect, if the dn core is viewed as X and the d"+' core as Y, the
results derived here are equivalent to those of Appendix A for
heteronuclear systems, Figures 3-5.

+

+

+

+

+,homo = ls@sBl

qUhomo
= (2)-1/2[lsas@I+ Is@sal]
which are triplets with M , = 1, -1, and 0, respectively.
3. The two d and six s orbital configurations are combined to
produce 12 functions whose overall symmetry is g or u. This can
be done within the singlet-state manifold as follows:
qhctg,g
= (2)-'/2[ls2s01 + l~~s~1](2)-'/~[ld"d"+'~
+ ld"+'d"l]
\khe'u.u = (2)-1/2[1~2~ol
- l~~~~1](2)-'/~[ld"d"+'l
- Id"+'d"l]

+

\khomog,g
= (2)-'/2[l~a~@I
- l~@sa1](2)-'/~[ld"d"+'I Id"+'d"l]

all of which are of g symmetry; and
q h e t$, = (2)-'/2[l~2~01
+ l ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ] ( 2 ) - ' ~ ~ [-( dId"+'d"l]
"d"+'~

+

9hc'u,g
= (2)-'/2[l~2~01
- )~O~~1](2)-'/~[ld"d"+I)
Id"+'d"l]
\khomog,,= (2)-'/2[lsas@I- ls@s~u(](2)-~/~[ld~d"+'I
- Id"+'d"l]
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